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a b s t r a c t
Diphoton channel provides a clean signature in searches for new physics. In this paper, we discuss a
connection between the diphoton channel (γ γ ) and triboson channels (Z γ γ , Z Z γ , W W γ ) imposed by
the SU (2) L × U (1)Y symmetry of the Standard Model (SM) in certain classes of models. To illustrate this
idea we choose a simple model that has all these channels. In this model, the same physics can give rise
to γ + MET instead of γ γ and 2 bosons plus missing energy instead of 3-boson channels. We analyze
existing constraints and previous searches and show that channels W W γ and especially Z γ + MET have
a potential to discover new physics at the LHC.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3 .

1. Introduction
A diphoton signal is a good signature in the searches for new
physics at the LHC [1–4] and possible future colliders, for example, the ILC [5] or the FCC [6]. The diphoton channel was one of
the ﬁrst in the Higgs boson discovery [7,8]. More recently, the
unconﬁrmed 750 GeV resonance also appeared in the diphoton
channel [9–13].
In this paper, we discuss the connection between the diphoton
channel (γ γ ) and the three-boson channels ( Z γ γ , Z Z γ , W W γ )
that is imposed by the SU (2) L × U (1)Y symmetry of the Standard
Model (SM) for a certain class of models. The three-boson channels are interesting from experimental point of view because of
low background and high detection eﬃciency [14–18]. To illustrate
this idea, we consider the speciﬁc axion-like particle model [19].
Similar models were discussed in the context of the 750 GeV resonance that would, in this case, be explained by misidentiﬁcation
of a pair of photons created by a relativistic axion with a single
photon due to the ﬁnite granularity of the detector [19–27].
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce
a simple phenomenological model with a heavy scalar s and light
pseudo-Goldstone boson a that can produce the corresponding sig-
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nal. In Section 3 we calculate constraints on the model coming
from Z boson decays. We discuss the 3-boson and 2-bosons-plusmissing-energy experimental signatures in Section 4, and conclude
in Section 5.
2. The model
Consider a simple extension of the SM with two new scalar particles, one of which is very light. This model naturally comes from
the spontaneously symmetry breaking of a global U (1) Peccei–
Quinn symmetry [28] of a complex ﬁeld φ

f +s
φ = √ e ia/ f ,

(1)

2

where f is a vacuum expectation value of the φ ﬁeld, s and a
are real scalar ﬁelds. After the symmetry breaking one expected
the massive particle s and the massless particle a (the Goldstone
boson). If the Peccei–Quinn symmetry is slightly broken, the ﬁeld a
becomes massive, but in general much lighter that the heavy scalar
particle s. The massive particle a is called the axion. The interaction
part of the Lagrangian is

Lint = −

c1
2f

i μν ,i
W
−
aW μν

c2
2f

B μν + s
aB μν 

(∂μ a)2
f

+ Ls ,

(2)
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Fig. 1. (a): Decay of the heavy scalar s into 2 axions with subsequent decay into 2
photons. (b): Decay of the heavy scalar into axion and 2 vector bosons.

Fig. 2. Branching ratios of the 3 body channels for different ratios between c 1 and c 2
coupling constants: continuous line is s → Z γ a, dashed line is s → Z Za and dotted
line is s → W W a channel. To make this plot we use the constraint c 12 + c 22 = 1.

where c 1 and c 2 are dimensionless coupling constants, B μν and
i
W μν
are the strength tensors of the SM U (1)Y and SU (2) L gauge
ﬁelds correspondingly. 
W μν ,i and 
B μν are tensors dual to the
strength tensors:

1

F μν = εμνσρ F σρ .

(3)

2

The Lagrangian Ls describes the effective interaction of the s particle with the SM. The interaction term between s and a comes
from the kinetic term of the φ ﬁeld, therefore it does not have
additional coupling constant.
In terms of the physical ﬁelds, the structure of the gauge interaction terms is the following

Lgauge =

aγ γ

+ aZ Z

+ aW + W − γ

+ aγ Z

+ aW + W −

Fig. 3. The angular distribution for the s particle decay into three bosons, where
1 d
ρ=
and θ is an angle between the vector bosons ( Z γ , Z Z or W W ).
 d cos θ

+

+ aW + W − Z ,

(4)

where the part with 3 bosons is given by

LaV V = −

1
4f

α β γ δ (c sin2 θ + c cos2 θ ) aF F +
1
W
2
W
αβ γ δ


− 2 sin θW cos θW (c 1 − c 2 ) aF α β Z γ δ + 2c 1 aW α+β W γ−δ .
(5)
In this model photon misidentiﬁcation is possible for the s decay shown in Fig. 1a. The energy of the axion is at least M s /2 so
for low axion mass ma the misidentiﬁcation of two photos as one
happens if

12ma
Ms

,

1

M s3

32π f 2

(7)

.

From the Lagrangian (4) we expect the additional 3-boson decay channels: decay of s into Z γ a, Z Za or W W a (see Fig. 1b). The
decay widths in the limit M s  M Z , M W are



+ (c 1 cos2 θW + c 2 sin2 θW ) a Z α β Z γ δ −

θ >

s→aa =

(6)

where θ is a granularity of the calorimeter, see formula (A.3). In
this case, this channel looks like a diphoton decay.
The gauge invariance requires existence of decays s → a Z Z ,
s → a Z γ , s → aW W , that are connected to s → aa → 4γ decay.
From the experimental point of view, these channels look like decays into 3 bosons: γ Z Z , γ γ Z and γ W W . Although the 3 boson
channels should have smaller branching ratio than s → aa decay,
it is possible that they are more experimentally favorable. We will
discuss such scenario below.
2.1. Decays of the heavy scalar
The main decay channel of the heavy scalar in the model (2) is
s → aa. The decay width for this channel is

s→ Z γ a = (c 1 − c 2 )2 sin2 θW cos2 θW
s→ Z Za = (c 1 cos2 θW + c 2 sin2 θW )2
s→W W a = c 12

M s2
16π 2 f 2

M s2
16π 2 f 2
M s2
32π 2 f 2

s→aa ,

(8)

s→aa ,

(9)
(10)

s→aa .

The branching ratios for these channels depend on the ratio between the coupling constants c 1 , c 2 , see Fig. 2. For generic values
of c 1 , c 2 all three channels have branching ratios of the same order
of magnitude.
All three channels have similar angular distributions for the
vector bosons. These distributions are equal to each other in the
limit M s  M Z , M W . The angular distribution for this case is presented in Fig. 3. We see that vector bosons prefer to ﬂy in opposite
directions. The average angle between them is θ ≈ 98◦ .
1 d
Fig. 4 shows the axion energy distribution
for the pro dE a
cess s → W W a for 3 different masses of s particle. At the low
axion energy E a  M s the distribution scales as

d
dE a

∝ E a3

and the cut-off energy is E amax =

(11)
M s2 − 4M 2W
2M s

.
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theoretical prediction SM
Z = 2.4960(18) GeV [42,43] within experimental uncertainties. We estimate 1σ deviation from the Z decay
width as

 Z =


2Z ,exp + 2Z ,SM = 2.9 MeV

(16)

and require that decay width of new channel Z → aγ is within 2σ
limit,

|c 1 − c 2 |
f
Fig. 4. The energy distribution
1 d
E a , where χ =
.
 dE a

χ for the s particle decay into W W a by axion energy

≤ 1.8 · 10−3 GeV−1 .

(17)

The last constraint is weaker than (15), but it does not depend on
the detection of the axion as one photon.
4. Results
4.1. Sensitivity of the triboson vs. diphoton channels

Fig. 5. Decay of Z boson into a photon and the axion. If a boosted photon pair is
mis-identiﬁed as a single photon, this decay would look as Z → γ γ experimentally.

3. Existing constraints on the model
The strongest constraints on the parameters come from the precision measurements of Z . In our model a new decay channel of Z
boson appears (see Fig. 5). The decay width is given by

 Z →aγ =

1
96π f 2

(c 1 − c 2 )2 sin2 2θW M 3Z ,

(12)

where we neglect the mass of the axion.
After the axion decay, we have 3 photons with small opening
angle θ Z between two of them, produced from the axion. The
energy of the axion is at least M Z /2. Thus, using formula (A.3) the
constraint on the opening angle is

θ Z ≤

12ma
MZ

(13)

.

It is interesting to mention that Z boson decay into two photons is forbidden by the Landau–Yang theorem, mentioned above.
Nevertheless, the idea that Z boson can produce 2 photon decay
signature through the light pseudoscalar particle is not new. There
is a SM decay Z → π 0 γ with expected branching ratio from 10−12
to 10−9 [29–38]. The decay of this type was searched before [39],
but not at the LHC.
The measurement of the Z boson decay into 2 photons was
performed by the CDF collaboration [39] providing an upper bound

BR( Z → γ γ ) ≤ 1.5 · 10

−5

.

(14)

The angular resolution of the CDF calorimeter is θCDF ≥ 0.1 [40].
It is lower than the maximal opening angle (13) if ma  750 MeV,
so the model (2) would produce a diphoton signature of Z boson
decay in this case. The bound (14) constraints the model parameters to be

|c 1 − c 2 |
f

≤ 1.6 · 10−4 GeV−1 .

(15)

Another independent constraint comes from the full decay width
of the Z boson. Value of total decay width of the Z boson is
exp
measured as  Z = 2.4952(23) GeV [41]. It is equal to the SM

In this Section we consider triboson channels that arise from
s → aV V decays. The experimental signatures in these channels
are: Z γ γ , Z Z γ and W W γ , where the vector bosons are not collimated (cf. Fig. 3). We analyze the sensitivity to these channels,
given current constraints on the diphoton searches.
We start with the decays containing Z boson. The ﬁnal states
of leptonically decaying Z bosons have lower SM background as
compared to the hadronic decays. The probability of the Z boson
decay into e + e − or μ+ μ− is P Z →l+ l− = 6.7% (we do not take into
account Z → τ + τ − because it is reconstructed through hadronic
τ decays with high SM background). Therefore for generic values
of c 1 , c 2 the channel Z γ γ is more favorable to search than Z Z γ .
The W boson cannot be fully reconstructed in the leptonic decay
mode. Thus we conclude that Z γ γ channel is the most sensitive
among the three considered.
The main background in the Z γ γ channel comes from the
non-resonant SM Z γ production, which has quite a low production cross section in the phase space of interest. Comparing the
measured SM backgrounds in papers describing the searches in
the Z (ll̄)γ channel [44] and in the diphoton channel [13], we see
that Z γ channel has an order of magnitude lower background than
diphoton one. This background is even further suppressed by the
requirement of an additional energetic photon in the event. Therefore, we expect that this channel is almost background-free.
From Eqs. (7) and (8) and from the constraint (15) we ﬁnd the
following limit on the branching ratio

BR(s → Z γ a) ≤ 1.5 · 10−5



Ms
750 GeV

2
.

(18)

Consider that we expect 1 event in this channel. Then, taking into
account the probability of Z decay into charged leptons, we expect


N ≥ 106

750 GeV

2

Ms

(19)

events in the diphoton channel. This number cannot be covered up
by any reasonable SM background, therefore Z γ γ channel is less
sensitive than the diphoton one. The conclusion above is also valid
for W W γ and Z Z γ channels if there is no degeneracy.
In case of the degeneracy c 1 ≈ c 2 , the Z γ γ channel is suppressed and s→ W W a = 2s→ Z Za (see expressions (9) and (10)).
The number of events in diphoton channel N γ γ is connected to
the number of events in W W γ channel,

NW W γ
Nγ γ

=

M s2 c 12
s→ W W a
=
.
s→aa
16π 2 f 2

(20)
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One can search for W W γ signature in two ﬁnal states where
either only one W boson decays leptonically (W → e ν or W →
μν ), or both W bosons decay to leptons. In the ﬁrst case, the
main SM background comes from the W γ production with two
additional jets, where these two jets accidentally form a W boson
mass. The number of background events rapidly drops with the inγ
crease of the photon transverse momentum E T , and is equal to
γ
about 1 event for E T > 300 GeV. From the parton luminosity scaling for quark-annihilation processes between center-of-mass energies of 8 and 13 TeV, the corresponding number of background
events should be about a factor of 2 larger for the same integrated
luminosity, and factor 3 larger for the integrated luminosity delivered by the LHC in 2016. Such background rate would lead to
an upper limit on a number of signal events in the range from 3
(for the zero background case) to 6 (for a number of background
events equal to 3) for the mass M s > 1 TeV. This converts into and
the upper limit on the signal cross section of about 0.3–0.6 fb. In
this estimate, the branching ratio correction of 0.3 is taken into account, and it is assumed that signal has 100% reconstruction and
identiﬁcation eﬃciency.
In the second case, when both W bosons decay leptonically,
the main SM backgrounds arise from t t̄ γ , Z γ , W Z γ processes,
and processes with a misidentiﬁed photon. The SM background
γ
becomes negligible for E T > 300 GeV, hence we can conduct the
estimates in a zero background approximation. The branching ratio
correction for this scenario would be 0.06, and this leads to factor
5 weaker constraints on the signal cross sections compared to the
semileptonic W W γ channel.
Let us discuss the possibility to observe 3-boson channel before
the diphoton one. This is possible if the number of the background
bg
events in the diphoton channel N γ γ is much higher than the backbg

ground in the 3-boson one N W W γ . The condition in the case of the
Gaussian statistics reads as

⎛

NW W γ
Nγ γ

>⎝

bg

NW W γ
bg

⎞1/2
⎠

(21)

Nγ γ

The data on diphoton background can be found in the paper [2]
by the ATLAS Collaboration, where the
√ bounds on the peak search
of the diphoton signal are given at s = 13 TeV with integrated
luminosity of L0 = 36.7 fb−1 . Experimental analysis of the W W γ
signature has been performed
√ by the ATLAS Collaboration at the
center-of-mass energy of s = 8 TeV in the context of the measurement of the SM W W γ production and search for anomalous
quartic gauge couplings [45]. From this paper we can extract the
background in the case of when only one W boson decays leptonically (W → e ν or W → μν ). Adopting these backgrounds for the
same center-of-mass energy and the same binning we get estimation shown at the Fig. 6. The background ratio is the largest for a
small mass of the mass of the heavy scalar.
The ratio in the left-hand-side of the formula (21) depends on
parameters of the model. In Appendix B we discuss the simple
UV-completion with N χ heavy fermions. The natural value of constants are M s ∼ f and c 1 ∼ α w N χ , so the estimate of the ratio (20)
2
is N W W a / N γ γ ∼ α 2w N χ
/(16π 2 ).
4.2. Axion as missing energy
In the discussion before we have made an assumption that an
axion decays inside the detector. In this section we consider the
case, that an axion could leave the detector, i.e. the decay length
l = c γ τ (where τ is an axion lifetime and γ is a Lorentz factor)
is greater than detector length L. The decay length is (see Appendix C)

√

Fig. 6. Estimation of the number of background events for the s = 13 and integrated luminosity of L = 36.7 fb−1 for diphoton (blue solid line), W W γ → W e νγ
(green dashed line) and W W γ → W μνγ (red dotted line) channels. (For interpretation of the colors in the ﬁgure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)


l≈5m

100 MeV

4 

ma

Ms



1 TeV

2

f · 10−4 GeV−1
c 1 sin2 θ W + c 2 cos2 θ W

.
(22)

For the detector size L ∼ O (10 m) and the condition to decay
outside the detector written as l > 100 m we get for the axion
mass

1/4 
f · 10−4 GeV−1

ma < 47.3 MeV

 c 1 sin2 θW + c 2 cos2 θW
1 TeV


Ms

1/2


 .


(23)

In this case the probability of the axion decay inside the detector is

P axion decay = 1 − e − L /l ≈

L
l

 1.

(24)

Instead of comparing diphoton channel with 3-boson channels as in the previous section, we have to compare the channel
γ + MET [46,47] with Z Z + MET, W W + MET and Z γ + MET
channels. The search of the Z Z + MET, W W + MET signatures was
performed at the LHC for the SUSY models [48,49]. The advantage
of our model compared to SUSY case is that invariant mass of the
decay products should be ﬁxed by the mass of the heavy scalar.
However, this fact does not give a signiﬁcant improvement in the
analysis, because one cannot measure the parallel component of
the momentum for the missing energy.
Let us consider the channel Z γ + MET, as the dedicated
searches were not performed at the LHC before. Let us check if
the new channel can show a signal before γ + MET [46,47]. Using
Eqs. (7), (8) and (24) the ratio of the probabilities of the signature
Z γ + MET to γ + MET is

S=

P Z →l+ l− s→ Z γ a
2P axion decay s→aa

≈ 1.9 · 10−6

×



100 MeV

4 

ma
c1 − c2

c 1 sin2 θ W + c 2 cos2 θ W

Ms
1 TeV

3

×

2

.

(25)

Expression (25) gives the ratio of the numbers of signal events.
Taking a conservative assumption that number of background
event in both channels is the same, we get the condition to observe Z γ + MET signature before γ + MET as S > 1, which translates into the following requirement on the axion mass

3/4 

c1 − c2

ma < 3.7 MeV
 c sin2 θ + c cos2 θ
1 TeV
1
W
2
W


Ms

1/2

 .


(26)

For the experimentally interesting region of parameters M s < 5 TeV,
f > 100 GeV condition (23) holds if the condition (26) holds.
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On the other hand, the dedicated search in the channel Z γ +
MET was not performed at the LHC. Indeed, in [50,51] the analysis in the channel jets + γ + MET was reported. However, the
speciﬁcation of jets to Z or considering leptonic Z decays should
signiﬁcantly increase sensitivity. As we show in section 4.2, the signal in this channel is not constrained by γ + MET search [46,47],
therefore the signal in this channel can be observed. An advantage of this channel as compared to Z Z + MET or W W + MET is
the high eﬃciency of reconstruction of high energy photons. The
SM background is also expected to be lower. We conclude that
dedicated searches in the Z γ + MET channel have a potential to
discover new physics at the LHC.
Fig. 7. Maximal axion mass ma for which Z γ + MET signature will be observed
before γ + MET signature versus the ratio of coupling constants c 1 , c 2 . The scalar
mass is taken M s = 1 TeV.

The region of parameters that satisﬁes the condition (26) for
M s = 1 TeV is shown in Fig. 7. We see that for random c 2 /c 1
ratio the axion mass should be smaller than ∼ 5 MeV to observe Z γ + MET signature before γ + MET one. In the special
case c 2 /c 1 ≈ − tan2 θ W the condition on ma is relaxed and axion
mass can be 100 MeV or bigger. Thus, for small axion mass, the
Z γ + MET channel is an eﬃcient way to the search for new physics
at the LHC.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the triboson channels as a potential
signature of new physics at the LHC and analyze the corresponding sensitivity. Since such searches have not been performed at the
LHC by now, we can not provide a sensitivity projection by reinterpreting an experimental analysis, but instead we make estimates
based on similar signatures. We show that if a new particle decays
to four photons, with two collimated photons being misidentiﬁed
as one photon and hence leading to a pick in the observed diphoton events, the gauge invariance of the SM demands the existence
of additional decay channels the type Z γ γ , Z Z γ and W W γ .
To illustrate this idea we choose the simple model with a heavy
scalar s and a light pseudoscalar a. We calculate the particle decay widths in this model and analyze the kinematic properties of
triboson decays, see Figs. 3, 4.
We ﬁnd that the effective coupling Zaγ in this model is
strongly constrained by the Z → γ γ decay searches, therefore we
make a speciﬁc choice of model parameters c 1 = c 2 to avoid this
constraint. In this case, one still has signiﬁcant freedom in the
choice of remaining parameters.
The main advantage of the triboson channels is the lower value
of expected SM background in comparison to the diphoton channel. Combining this property with the number of diphoton background event we conclude that this channel can be helpful for the
searches in the region of the invariant masses lower than 500 GeV
for the models where we expect a large amount of new heavy particles.
Another interesting application is to search for signatures with
missing energy, namely Z Z + MET, W W + MET or Z γ + MET.
The ﬁrst two signatures were considered in the context of SUSY
searches at the LHC [48,49]. In our case, unlike the case considered in [48,49] we expect a peak in the number of events corresponding to the invariant mass equal to the mass of the heavy
scalar M s . However, this cannot be used to increase sensitivity as
only the transverse component of the missing energy can be measured. Alternatively, using the transverse mass of the visible system
could provide means to discriminate the considered model from
SM backgrounds.
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Appendix A. Misidentiﬁcation of two photons as one photon
Consider an ultrarelativistic particle with energy E and mass m
that decays into 2 photons. Such particle should have spin 0 or
2 (the case of spin 1 is forbidden because of Landau–Yang theorem [52,53]).
The distribution of photons in the rest frame of the decaying
particle is isotropic, while in the laboratory frame with the Lorentz
factor γ = E /m, the distribution of the photon pair N γ is

dN γ
dθ

= 
2

1

cos(θ/2)
2

1



γ − 1 sin (θ/2) γ 2 sin2 (θ/2) − 1
2

,

(A.1)

where θ is the angle between two photons. The minimal angle
between two photons is therefore

θmin = 2 arcsin(γ −1 ) ≈

2

γ

for

γ 1.

(A.2)

The distribution (A.1) is sharply peaking and 95% of all events have
the angle between the photons θmin < θ < 3θmin . Thus, the opening
angle most likely is in the region

θ

6m
E

.

(A.3)

The mis-identiﬁcation probability depends on the granularity of
the calorimeter used.
Appendix B. Simple UV completion
Consider the model with N f heavy vector-like fermion doublets χ I that are charged with respect to the U Y (1) and SU L (2)
groups of the SM, and the complex ﬁeld φ that interacts with them
through the Yukawa interaction,



/ χ I − mχ χ̄ I χ I − y I J φ χ̄ I χ J + h.c . ,
Lχ = ∂μ φ∂ μ φ ∗ − V (φ)+ i χ̄ I D
(B.1)
where V (φ) is a scalar potential. After a spontaneous symmetry
breaking and produces heavy scalar s and light pseudo-Goldstone
boson a. These states interact with the SM trough the effective
coupling (2) made by the fermionic loop. The expected coupling
strength depends on the details of the theory but should be of
order c 1,2 ≈ α w N f for Yukawa values of order one. If the number
of heavy fermions is smaller than O (30), there is no danger of
strong coupling.

28
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√

In this simple theory the mass of the scalar s ∼ λ f , where
λ is a self-interaction coupling constant of the scalar and f is
a scalar’s vacuum expectation value. To maximize the number of
three-boson events as compared to the diphoton ones we consider
λ ∼ O(1) (see Eq. (20)). On the other hand, the mass of the heavy
fermions are given by their Yukawa couplings, m f ∼ y f , where
y  1. Therefore, the mass scale of the scalar s and heavy fermions
should be close to each other. Let us discuss the possibility to detect these new fermions.
As heavy fermion loop should mediate aγ γ interaction at least
some of heavy fermions should be electrically charged. Heavy
charged fermions can be constrained by monojets searches [54,55]
(including chargino searches [48,56,57]) or by stable charged particles search [58]. These searches put limits on the heavy fermion
masses between 0.5 and 1 TeV, depending on the production and
decay channels. However, the presence of an additional scalar, as
in the model (B.1) signiﬁcantly lowers the LHC bounds as well as
LEP constraints (as discussed e.g. in [59]). Indeed, the extra scalar
(that couples to fermions χ and to the electrons) creates destructive interference and suppresses the production. As a result, based
on the LEP and LHC data there is still a possibility of existence of
heavy charged fermions in the mass range 75 ÷ 100 GeV [59]. This
scenario would also relax the limits on heavy fermions from the
LHC. Therefore we conclude that currently there is still a number
of possibilities to introduce the required heavy charged fermions
with masses below 1 TeV.
Appendix C. Decay widths of axion and heavy scalar particle
For the axion a we have the following decay width

a→γ γ =

ma3
16π



f2

c 1 sin2 θ W + c 2 cos2 θ W

2
.

(C.1)

< 1.6 · 10−4 GeV−1 .

(C.2)

In general case without degeneracies,

c 1 sin2 θ W + c 2 cos2 θ W

∼

f

|c 1 − c 2 |
f

The estimation for the decay width for such value is

a→γ γ = 2 · 10−13 GeV



3  c sin2 θ + c cos2 θ 2
1
W
2
W
100 MeV
f · 10−4 GeV−1
ma

(C.3)
The decay length is given by l = c γ τ , where τ = h̄/ is a
lifetime, γ is a Lorentz factor. Taking the Lorentz factor as γ =
M s /(2ma ) one gets


l=5m

100 MeV
ma

4 

Ms
1 TeV



f · 10−4 GeV−1
c 1 sin2 θ W + c 2 cos2 θ W

2
.
(C.4)
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